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Motivation and Introduction 
This paper presents a logic-based formalism for formal 
reasoning about visual representations. This formal
ism is based on previous work about describing visual 
notations (Haarslev 1998). However, in this paper we 
discuss major extensions to this formalism providing 
decidable reasoning mechanisms that support truly spa
tial domains such as geographical information systems 
(GIS). We sketch out the application of this formalism 
to the specification of syntax and semantics of visual 
query languages for GIS and to meta reasoning about 
spatial queries. 

Our logic formalism integrates research from the AI 
community ·-especially description logic and constraint 
solving- and from the qualitative spatial reasoning com
munity. It can be considered 3.':i a decidable formalism 
for spatial knowledge representation. We think that 
our formalism is well suited to handle truly visual rep
resentations, i.e. representations that exploit geomet
ric or depictional constraints permitted by the plane. 
The above-mentioned domain of visual spatial query 
languages for GIS is a suitable candidate for exhibiting 
truly visual representations. 

Our formalism is based on a recently developed de
scription logic (DL) offering mechanisms for integrating 
so-called concrete domains (Ivloller, Haarslev, & Lutz 
1997; Lutz, Haarslev, & Moller 1997; Haarslev, Lutz, 
& Moller 1998b) . We already explored suitable can
didates for concrete domains that are based on the
ories about qualitative spatial reasoning (e.g. Egen
hofer's work (Egenhofer 1991) or RCC8 (Randell, Cui , 
& Cohn 1992)) or about time (e.g. Allen 's interval logic 
(Allen 1983)) . These findings are also relevant for vi
sual languages (VL) theory since they can provide a 
basis for specifying visual procedural semantics (time) 
or for specifying qualitative and quantitative (e.g. geo
metric) relationships about space. 

However, in this paper we only focus on spatial 
reasoning about visual representations. In our ear
lier work (Haarslev 1995; Haarslev & Wessel 1996; 
Haarslev 1998) spatial relations (e.g. touching, contain
ing, etc.) are considered as un interpreted (primitive) 
binary relations with respect to DL theory. In order to 
correctly deal with spatial objects we needed an exter-
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nal geometric reasoner about the factual world asserting 
proper spatial relationships and object properties. This 
was a feasible approach but its reasoning about space 
was still incomplete. 

Our new decidable description logic ACCRP(D) 
(rdoller, Haarslev, & Lutz 1997; Lutz, Haarslev, & 
Tvloller 1997; Haarslev, Lutz, & Moiler 1998b) offers 
a means to correctly specify qualitative spatial rela
tions and to ground them on computational geometry 
(Haarslev & Moller 1997). We exemplify the applica
tion of this formalism to our recently developed spatial 
query system VISCO (Vivid Spatial Constellations) of
fering a sketch-based query language for GIS (Haarslev 
& Wessel 1997; Wessel & Haarslev 1998). 

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol
lows. The next section introduces our description logic 
A£CRP(D) and its application as formalism for reason
ing about visual representations. Afterwards we discuss 
the reasoning with description logic and concrete do
mains in more detail. vVe conclude the paper with a 
brief review of closely related work and give an outlook 
to ongoing research. 

The Description Logic A£CRP(D) 
This section gives a brief introduction to the description 
logic ALCRP(D) and to DL theory in general summa
rizing the notions important for this paper. We refer 
to (Brachman et al. 1991; Woods & Schmolze 1992; 
Borgida 1995) for more complete information about de
scription logic theory. 

Many DL theories can be viewed as subsets of first
order predicate logic. However it is important to note 
that particular DL theories are only considered as prac
tical if they are based on sound and complete reasoning 
algorithms, i.e. the decidability of a DL is of utmost 
importance. Of course, this is a major distinction to 
reasoning with general first-order predicate logic. 

DL theories are based on the ideas of structured in
heritance networks (Brachman & Schmolze 1985). A 
DL has similarities to a term rewriting language usu
ally restricting the left-hand side of equations to single 
unique term names. In a DL i:l. factual world consists 
of named individuals and their relationships that are 
asserted through binary relations. Hierarchical descrip-
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tions about sets of individuals form the terminological 
knowledge. Descriptions (or terms) about sets of in
dividuals are called concepts and binary relations are 
called Toles. Descriptions consist of identifiers denot
ing concepts, roles, and individuals, and of description 
constructors. For any individual x the set {y ir(x, y)} is 
called the set of fillers of role r. A role which may have 
at most one filler is referred to as feature. 

The expressiveness and tractability of a particular 
DL depends on the variety of employed description con
structors. Various complexity results for subsumption 
algorithms for specific description logics are summa
rized in (Woods & Schmolze 1992). 

Terminologies 

In this section, the language (syntax and semantics) for 
defining concepts and roles in .A.cCRP(D) is presented . 
.A£CRP(D) is parameterized with a concrete domain 
which consists of a set of concrete objects and a set 
of predicates . .A.cCRP(D) is a major extension of the 
description logic .A.cC(D) (Baader & Hanschke 1991a; 
1991b). 

Concrete Domains: A concrete domain D is a pair 
(~v, iPv ), where ~v is a set called the domain, and 
iPv is a set of predicate names. Each predicate name 
P from iPv is associated with an arity n, and an n-ary 
predicate pv ~ ~D' A concrete domain D is called 
admissiblf' iff (1) the set of its predicate names is closed 
under negation and contains a name for D and (2) the 
satisfiability problem for finite conjunctions of predi
cates is decidable. 

The fact that .A£CRP(D) can be parameterized by 
only one concrete domain is not a limitation because 
in (Haarslev, Lutz, & Moller 1998a) it is shown that 
the union of two admissible concrete domains again re
sults in an admissible concrete domain. It is important 
to note that this union enhances .A.cCRP(D)'s expres
siveness due to the role-forming predicate restriction. 
This is in contrast to .A.cC(D) where the union of two 
concrete domains can be reduced to syntactic trans
formations. vVe are now ready to define role terms in 
.A.cCRP(D) . 

Role Terms: Let Rand F be disjoint sets of role and 
feature names, respectively. Any element of R and any 
element of F is an atomic role term. The elements of 
F are also called features. A composition of features 
(written f1 f2 .. . ) is called a feature chain. A feature 
chain of length one is also a feature chain. If P E iPv 
is a predicate name with arity n + m and Ul , ... ,Un as 
well as VI , ... ,Vm are n + m feature chains, then the 
expression 

• j (Ul,' .. , Un)(Vl, " ,vm). P (role-forming predicate 
restriction) 

is a complex role term. Let S be a role name and let T 
be a role term. Then S ~ T is a terminological axiom. 
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Concept Terms: Let C be a set of concept names 
which is disjoint from Rand F. Any element of C is 
an atomic concept term. If C and D are concept terms, 
R is an arbitrary role term or a feature , P E iPv is a 
predicate name with arity n, and Ul ,' . . , Un are feature 
chains, then the following expressions are also concept 
terms: 

• C n D (conjunction), 

• CuD (disjunction), 

• -.C (negation), 

• j R . C (concept exists restriction) , 

• V R . C (concept value restriction), and 

• :lUI,"" Un . P (predicate exists restriction). 

In order to ensure the decidability, we had to re
strict the combinability of concepts terms. However, 
this is beyond the scope of this paper and is fully ex
plained elsewhere (Haarslev, Lutz, & Moller 1998b; 
Moller, Haarslev, & Lutz 1997; Lutz, Haarslev, & 
Moller 1997). 

Terminology: For any exists and value restrictions, 
the role term or list of feature chains may be written 
in parentheses. Let A be a concept name and D be a 
concept term. Then A == D is a terminological axiom as 
well. A finite set of terminological axioms T is called 
a terminology or TBox if no concept or role name in 
T appears more than once on the left-hand side of a 
definition and, furthermore , if no cyclic definitions are 
present. 

Semantics: An interpretation I = (~I, .I) consists 
of a set t:,.I (the abstract domain) and an interpretation 
function .T The sets ~v (see above) and 6.I must be 
disjoint. The interpretation function maps each concept 
name C to a subset CI of 6.I , each role name R to a 
subset RI of ~I x ~I ' and each feature n<':Lme f to a 
partial function fI from ~I to ~v U ~I , where fI (a) = 
x will be written as (a, x) E fT If u = fl'" fn is a 
feature chain, then u I denotes the composition ff o· . ·0 

f;; of the partial functions ff , ... , f;;. Let the symbols C, 
D, R, P, Ul,'" ,Urn, and VI ,· · . ,vm be defined as above. 
Then the interpretation function can be extended to 
arbitrary concept and role terms as follows: 

(CnD)T:=CInDI 

(C LI D)I := CI U DI 

(-.C)T := ~I - CI 

(:lR.C)I:= {a E ~Iijb E ~I: (a,b) E RI ,b E CT
} 

(\f R. C)I:= {a E 6.I IVb E ~I: (a,b) E RI * bE cI} 



(3 Ul , ... , Un. p)I := 

{a E 6.I 13xI, . . ',Xn E 6.1) : 

(a,XI) E uf, ... , (a , Xn) E u;, 
(Xl, ... , Xn) E p1)} 

(3 (UI," ., Un)(VI ,. '" vm ). p)I := 

{(a,b) E 6.I X 6.II3xl"",Xn ,Yl, ... ,Ym E 6.1) : 

(a, xr) E uf, ... , (a, Xn) E u;, 

(b,YI) E vf,· .,(b,Ym) E v;', 
h, ... ,Xn,YI , ... , Ym) E p1)} 

An interpretation I is a model of a TBox T iff it 
satisfies AI = DI for all terminological axioms A ~ D 
in T. 

TBox Example: Consider the following descriptions 
about circles. The first axiom defines the concept of a 
circle as the union of three atomic concepts representing 
the notion of circles of different sizes. The other two ax
iom:; specialize the concept of a circle with the intended 
meaning "a circle that touches another circle" and "a 
circle that touches only circles." The language elements 
used in these TBox ~'(ioms are only elements from the 
basic logic A.CC. The role is_touching is still considered 
as atomic (uninterpreted in the sense of logic ). Exam
ples utilizing the features of A£C(V) and A£CRP(V) 
are presented in the next section. 

circle ~ normal_circle U small_circle u very-small_circle 

circle_touching_a_circle ~ 

circle n ::3 is_touching. circle 

circle_touching_only_circles ~ 

circle_touching_a_circles fi V is_touching . circle 

The Assertional Language 
The assertional language of a DL is designed for stating 
concept or role memberships of named individuals that 
are used to describe the factual world. With respect to 
concrete domains we distinguish abstract and roncrete 
individuals. Abstract individuals are elements of the 
abstract domain and have to be members of concepts. 
Concrete individuals are elements of the concrete do
main and are used as parameters for predicates. Both 
types of individuals can be feature fillers while only 
abstract individuals can be role fillers. For instance, 
in the VL domain abstract individuals could represent 
geometric elements such as circles, rectangles, etc. asso
ciated via features with reals defining geometric prop
erties such as the diameter of a circle, the width and 
height of a rectangle, etc. 

The set of assertions (ABox) has to comply to the def
initions declared in the TBox. An ABox of A£CRP(V) 
is a finite set of assertions defined as follows. 
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Syntax: Let fA and fD be two disjoint sets of individ
ual names for the abstract and concrete domain . If C is 
a concept term, R an atomic or complex role term, f a 
feature name, P a predicate name with arity n, a and b 
are elements of fA and X, Xl, ... ,Xn are elements of f D, 

then the following expressions are assertional axioms. 

a : C , (a , b) : R , (a , x) : f , (x I, ... , xn) : P 

Semantics: For specifying the semantics of ABox as
sertions we have to extend the interpretation function 
I. An interpretation for the assertional language is an 
interpretation for the concept language which addition
ally maps every individual name from fA to a single 
element of 6.I and every individual name from fD to 
a single element from 6.1). We assume that the unique 
name assumption does not hold, that is aI = bI may 
hold even if a i= b. 

a : C iff aI E CI 

(a, b) : R iff (aI , bI ) E RI 

( a , x) : f iff fI ( a I) = xI 

(Xl, ... ,xn ) : P iff xf, .. ,x; E p1) 

ABox Example: If we assume a TBox with concept 
descriptions about circles as given above, we can define 
individuals representing elements from our VL domain. 

C1 : normal_circle, C2 : small_circle 

C3: very-small_circle, rl : rectangle, 

(CI, C2) : is_touching , (C3, rl) : is_touching 

(C2, C3) : is_touching 

Based on the semantics given above our A£CRP(V) 
reasoner will infer that C1 and C2 are members of 
the concept circle_touching_only_circles while C3 is only 
a member of the concept circle_touching_some_circle. 
Please note, that this ABox example still does not make 
any use of A£C(V) 's or A£CRP(V)'s distinguished fea
tures. For instance, an external geometric reasoner has 
still to decide about the appropriate atomic concept 
membership of the Cj. 

Reasoning Services 
The notion of a model (see above) is used to define 
the reasoning services that a DL inference engine has 
to provide, i.e. it proves for every concept specification 
whether the following conditions hold: 
• a term A subsumes another term B if and only if for 

every model I , BI <:;; AI; 
• a term A is coherent/satisfiable if and only if there 

exists at least one model I such that AI i= 10 ; 



• terms A and B are disjoint if and only if for every 
model I, AI n BI = 0; 

• terms A and B are equivalent if and only if for every 
model I, AI = BI. 

• An ABox A is consistent if and only if there exists a 
model I of A. 
Proper DL systems (i.e. implementations of a DL) 

are guided by this semantics and implement these in
ference services. They usually distinguish two reasoning 
components. The terminological reasoner or classifier 
operates on the TBox and classifies concepts with re
spect to subsumption relationships between them and 
organizes them into a taxonomy. The classifier auto
matically performs normalization of concept definitions 
as well as consistency checking operations and offers re
trieval facilities about the classification hierarchy. The 
(forward-chaining) asseTtional reasoner or realizer op
erates on the ABox in accordance with the definitions 
in the TBox and recognizes and maintains the concept 
and role membership of individuals. With respect to 
concrete domains it also proves for concrete individu
als the satisfiability of predicates. Assertional reasoners 
usually support a query language for accessing stated 
and deduced constraints. Some query languages offer 
the expressiveness of the full first-order calculus. 

Concrete Domains Revisited 
Why is the incorporation of concrete domains into DL 
theory so important for VL theory? In our previous 
approach we used a standard DL that can not deal 
with concepts defined with the help of algebra. For 
instance, it was not possible to specify a defined con
cept small_circle that resembles every circle whose ra
dius is less or equal than 10mm. It was only possible to 
rely on an external reasoning component for geometric 
objects that had to assert the concept membership for 
small_circle in the ABox. The TBox reasoning was in
complete in our previous approach with respect to the 
use of algebra. For instance, a concept very_small_circle 
resembling circles with a radius less or equal than 5mm 
has be recognized as a specialization (subconcept) of 
small_circle. 

Reasoning with A.L:C(V) 
This was the motivation for the 'concrete domain ' ap
proach realized with the description logic ALC(V) that 
is a true subset of ALCRP(V) . A.cC(V) has no 1'01e
forming predicate restriction . However, the model
ing capabilities of ALC(V) are expressive enough to 
solve the problem mentioned above. For instance, the 
concrete domain R over the set lR of all real num
bers -with predicates built by first order means from 
(in)equalities between integer polynomials in several 
indeterminates- is admissible. The above mentioned 
concepts normal_circle, small_circle and very-.Small_r:ircle 
can now easily be specified as defined concepts. Our 
reasoner for ALC(V) immediately recognizes the sub
sumption relationship between these concepts. We as-
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sume a feature has_diameter whose concrete filler is an 
element from lR representing the circle's diameter. 

Without loss of generality we introduce a A-like nota
tion for anonymous predicates. Formally, each anony
mous predicate and its negation could be replaced by 
unique names for the A-term and its negated counter
part and, moreover , for the domain R the negation sign 
in front of a A-term can be safely moved inside of the 
term. 

normaLcircie =::0 circle n :3 has_diameter. Anx . (x > 10) 

smalLcircie =::0 circle n :3 has_diameter . Anx . (x ::; 10) 

very_smalLcircie =::0 

circle n:3 has_diameter. Anx . (x ::; 5) 

Using the following ABox assertions, the ALC(V) 
reasoner will recognize C1 as a member of small_circle 
and C2 as a member of both very-.Small_circle and 
small_circle. 

C1: circle, (c1,9) : has_diameter 

C2: circle, (c2,2) : has_diameter 

Another example demonstrates the specification of a 
small circle that is strictly inside (is-.Sjnside) an enclos
ing square. Additionally, we use the features has_height , 
has_width and the role is_Linside. 

square ~ 

rectangle 11:3 (has_width, has_height) . Anx, y. (x = y) 

circlejn_a-.Square =::0 small_circle n ::3 is_s_inside. square 

With the following assertions the individual C1 will 
be recognized as a member of circle, r as a member of 
square, C2 as a member of circlejn_a-.Square. 

C1 : circle, (Cl , 18) : has_diameter 

C2 : circle, (c2,7) : has_diameter 

r: rectangle, (r,15) : has_width 

(r, 15) : has_height, (C2, r) : is_s_inside 

However, using ALC(V) one can only define concepts 
describing individuals that are dependent on properties 
reachable via feature chains originating from a single 
individual and expressed with concrete predicates. It 
is not possible to define roles specified by predicates 
that express relationships between individuals. In the 
examples explained above, we always assumed an ex
ternal reasoning component that had to assert in the 
ABox the spatial relationships holding between indi
viduals . Therefore, TBox and ABox reasoning is still 
incomplete 1 for the intended semantics of spatial rela-

I Here, we use the term incomplete for referrin?; to unin
tended models that can not be recognized by any ACC(V) 
reasoner. Of course, TBox and ABox reasoning in ACC(V) 
is sound and complete with respect to the semantics as de
fined above. 



Figure 1: Subsumption hierarchy of spatial predicates. 

oornO) ® ® 
A B A B AB A A 

disjoint touching s_overlapping Lcontains s_contains 

Figure 2: Spatial relations between A and B 

tions. However, this is possible with our description 
logic A£"CRP(V). 

Reasoning with A£CRP(1J) 

Characteristics of visual languages very often de
pend on spatial relationships between language ele
ments. For instance, the topological relations used 
by GenEd (Haarslev & Wessel 1996; Haarslev 1998) 
cannot be adequately defined in AL:C(V). This 
is only possible in A£..CRP(V) with so-called de
fined roles using the Tole-forming predicate restriction 
:3 (Ul, ... , Un)(Vl, ... , vm). P. 

In the following we assume that A£"C(V) and 
A£..CRP(V) are also instantiated with the concrete do
main P for polygons in the plane (see also (Haarslev, 
Lutz, & Moiler 1998b; Moller, Haarslev, & Lutz 1997)) . 
This domain defines a set of predicates recognizing spa
tial relationships between polygons in analogy to well
known qualitative spatial reasoning approaches (e.g. 
(Egenhofer 1991) or (Randell, Cui, & Cohn 1992)). We 
organized the spatial predicates in a subsumption hi
erarchy that is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates 
some of these predicates. As an ontological commit
ment we assume a feature has_area that has a polygon 
as concrete filler describing the occupied space of an 
individual. 

Unintended Models in A£"C(V): Using the new ex
tended concrete domain we illustrate the incomplete
ness of AL:C(V) with respect to unintended models. 

square_touching_a_circle ~ 

square n:3 is_touching. circle 

circlejn_a_speciaLsquare ~ 

circle n :3 is~jnside. square_touching_a_circle 
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Figure 3: A simple spatial constellation. The identifiers 
Pl-P3 denote polygons describing the space of spatial 
areas occupied by the elements of this constellation . 

weird_circlejn_a_square ~ 

circlejn_a~pecial~quare n Vis_disjoint. ,circle 

We define the concept weird_circlejn_a~quare with 
the help of the concepts square_touching_a_circle and 
circlejn_a~pecial_square. However, the concept descrip
tion of weird_circle_in_a~quare should be recognized as 
incoherent due to the semantics of the underlying qual
itative spatial relations: 

• Any region rl that is strictly inside another region T2 

that is touching a third region T3 implies that Tl is 
disjoint to T3, i.e. 
sjnside(rl, r2) 1\ touching(r2, r3) => disjoint(rl, r3) 

Thus. the intended incoherence of the concept 
weird~circle_in_a~quare is caused by the interaction of 
the semantics of the spatial relations. The some term 
requires that the "weird circle" is inside of a square that 
touches a circle, i.e. the "weird circle" is disjoint to the 
other circle, and the all term requires that every indi
vidual that is disjoint to the "weird circle" must not be 
a circle. Apparently, this is a contradiction in the TBox 
that can not be recognized in the logic A£"C(V) . 

This deficiency also holds for ABox reasoning. The 
following assertions describe the spatial constellation as 
shown in Figure 3. 

Cl : circle, (Cl, 15) : has_diameter, (Cl, P3) : has_area 

C2 : circle: (c2,7) : has_diameter, (C2 , P2) : has_area 

(Cl, C2) : is_touching 

rl : square, (rl, 15) : has_width 

(rl, 15) : has_height, (rl, PI) : has_area 

(CI , rl) : is_touching, (C2, rl) ; is_Linside 

If we pose the query "Could circle C2 be a mem
ber of circle_in_a~pecial~quare?" using the TBox and 
ABox declarations as defined above , any AL:C(V) 
reasoner would answer yes, i.e. adding the asser
tion 

C2 ; circlejn_a~pecial_square 

to the previous ABox would not cause a contradiction 
for the individual C2 . 

Defined Roles: Using the role-forming predicate re
striction we can introduce defined Toles that properly 



resemble these spatial relationships. Figure 4 illustrates 
the relationship between the abstract and concrete do
main (and also the semantics of the role-forming pred
icate restriction). 

The concept definition of circlejn_a..square can now be 
rewritten with the new role-forming operator. Please 
note, we always name spatial roles with a prefix (is_) 
and the corresponding predicates without this prefix. 
For convenience, we repeat the concept definitions in
troduced above. 

normaLcircie == circle n :3 has_diameter. AnX . (x > 10) 

smalLcircie == circle n :3 has_diameter. AnX . (x ::; 10) 

very_small_circle == 
circle n :3 has_diameter. An.X. (x ::; 5) 

is_disjoint == 
:3 (has_area)(has_area). A."X. y. (disjoint(x, y)) 

is_sjnside == 
:3 (has_area)(has_area). ApX , y. (sjnside(x, y)) 

is_touching == 
:3 (has_area)(has_area) . ApX, y. (touching(x, y)) 

square == 
rectangle n:3 (has_width , has_height). Anx , y. (x = y) 

circlejn_a_square == circle n:i is_sjnside. square 

square_touching_a_circle == 
square n :3 is_touching. circle 

circle_in_a_speciaL-square == 
circle n :3 is..sjnside . square_touching_a_circle 

weird_circlejn_a..square == 
circlejn_a_special_square n Vis_disjoint. --circle 

The semantics of the role-forming operator applied 
to sjnside (or other spatial predicates) is illustrated in 
Figure 4. For any two polygons (PL P2) that are fillers 
of has_area for two abstract individuals h, i2) and that 
fulfill the binary predicate sjnside(p2; PI), the individ
ual i2 becomes a role filler of is..sj nside for i 1. 

In contrast to A.cC(D) any reasoner for A.cCRP(D) 
will recognize that weird_circle_in_a_square is incoherent. 
Using a corresponding ABox as shown below, the rea
soner will also correctly answer the query "Could circle 
C2 bC' a circle_in_a..special_square?" with no, i.e. adding 
the assertion 

C2 : circlejn_a..special_square 

to the following ABox would cause a contradiction for 
thE' individual C2. 

C1 : circle, (CI' 15) : has_diameter, (Cl. P3) : has_area 

C2 : circle, (C2.7) : has_diameter, (C2 ' P2) : has_area 

rl : square, (rl ' 15) : has_width 

(rl,15) : has_height, (rl' PI) : has_area 
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defined role 
(e.g. is_s_inside) 

Individual-1 Individual-2 

Polygon-1 

spatial predicate 
(e.g. sjnside) 

Abstract Domain 

Spatial Domain 

Figure 4: Relationship between abstract and spatial 
domain. 

'vVe would like to emphasize the omission of any asser
tions about role memberships for is..s_inside, is_disjoint 
and is_touching. These relationships are automatically 
established by our A.cCRP(D) reasoner with respect to 
the fillers of h a s_a rea. 

The more expressive reasoning with A.cCRP(D) is 
also applicable to computing subsumption relation
ships. For instance, we add to the previous TBox the 
definition of a disjoint-circle, i.e. a constellation of two 
circles that are disjoint to each other. 

disjoint-circle == circle n :3 is_disjoint. circle 

This concept definition is more general than 
circlejn_a..special..square. i.e. disjoint-circle subsumes 
circlejn_a..special_square. The subsumption is also 
due to the semantics of the spatial relations since 
s_inside(rl, r2) /\ touching(r2, r3) :::;,. disjoint(rl , r3) 

A slightly different example is shown below. We 
can also introduce concepts that are associated with 
constant polygons. For instance, this is necessary for 
the GIS domain, where we would like to represent ge
ographic entities such as counties, countries , etc. with 
fixed positions (in world coordinates) for their polygons. 
The following TBox defines concepts squarel and circlel 
with constant area polygons PI and P3. It also defines 
the concept any_circlejn_PI that describes any circle 
whose area polygon is generally inside Pl but not equal 
to Pl, and its specialization any_tangential_circle_in..sl· 

squaret == square n::J has_area. ApX. (equal(x . pd) 

circlet == circle n:3 has_area. ApX. (equal(x , P3)) 



any_circle_in_PI ~ 

circle n 
...,3 has_area. ApX. (equal(x, PI)) Ii 

3 has_area. ApX . (gjnside(x, PI)) 

any _tangentiaLcirclejn..s1 ~ 

any_circie-in_PI n 
3 is_Linside. squarel 

The following concept definition could be created by 
an automatic process translating a GIS query (e.g. spec
ified with VISCO) to an A.cCR.P(V) concept descrip
tion. For query optimization we would like to know 
whether this concept is subsumed by any concept al
ready present in our TBox because individuals of these 
concepts might already be precomputed or still cached. 

querYI234 ~ 
any_circlejn_Pl n 
:3 touching. circiel n 
3 spatially_related. squarel 

Our A.cCR.P(V) reasoner will infer that the con
cept any_tangential_circlejn..sl subsumes the concept 
query1234. This is a rather complex inference that relies 
on the semantics the spatial predicates. 

Application to Visual Query Languages 
The theory is also intended as a future basis for the 
further development of the VISCO system providing a 
visual, sketch-based query language for GIS (Haarslev 
& Wessel 1997; Wessel & Haarslev 1998). As an ex
ample, a small subsection of a vector map from the 
city of Hamburg is shown in the left part of Figure 5. 
We assume that basic map objects are predefined in 
a GIS. Furthermore, spatial areas are defined by poly
gons. Map elements (e.g. polylines, polygons) are partly 
annotated with labels such as "living-area", "build
ing", "ordinary-road" etc. The right part of Figure 
5 contains a visual query describing a constellation 
where we search for three buildings aligned in paral
lel. The sketched constellation is declared as scalable 
and rotatable. The form and position of the buildings 
may also vary. We refer to (Haarslev & Wessel 1997; 
\Vessel & Haarslev 1998) for more details about the vi
sual query language. The right part of Figure 5 contains 
a small magnified clip from the lower left corner of the 
map. This clip shows in its center three parallel rectan
gles aligned in north-east direction. These rectangles 
represent buildings that are an example match for the 
visual query. 

VISCO's queries are basically considered as spatial 
constellations based on topological and geometric rela
tionships. The syntax and static semantics of VISCO's 
visual query language could be easily specified with 
our formal framework introduced in (Haarslev 1995; 
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1998). The spatial parser of VISCO creates an abstract 
syntax tree which is the source for the query transla
tion. The dynamic semantics of VISCO relies on the 
abstract syntax and is currently specified by transla
tion rules within a typed lambda calculus. The transla
tion process generates formulas of a subset of first-order 
predicate logic. 

In the following we briefly sketch out the application 
of our formalism to query understanding and process
ing. A VISCO query specifies a spatial constellation of 
database and meta objects with associated constraints. 
These objects depend on several topological and geo
metric attributes (e.g. orientation, extent, scaling fac
tor, etc.) that could be represented as concrete fillers 
of features. The relationships between these objects 
can be specified as defined roles via corresponding spa
tial predicates. For instance, VISCO uses the spa
tial relations disjoint, intersects, contains, and inside 
that can be mapped onto the relations from Figure 1. 
Thus, a query can be partly mapped to an ALCR.P(V) 
concept expression that has to be processed by our 
A.cCR.P(V) reasoner. The TBox reasoning services of 
A.cCRP(V) can be used to verify the coherence (valid
ity) of a query. The sUbsumption between queries is au
tomatically computed and available for meta reasoning. 
For instance, query subsumption immediately supports 
query optimization (see (Borgida 1995) for an intro
d uction to these topics). The ABox reasoning services 
can verify whether individuals (i.e. database objects) 
are members of A.cCRP(V) concepts , i.e. they fulfill 
the constraints defined by these concepts. A forth
coming paper will address the query understanding and 
processing with A.cCRP(V) in more detail. 

Related Work 
A full review of related work is beyond the scope of 
this paper. We refer to (Haarslev 1998) and (Marriott , 
Yleyer, & Wittenberg 1998) for a review of related work. 
In the following we briefly review closely related ap
proaches. 

Helm and Marriott (Helm & Marriott 1991) devel
oped a declarative specification and semantics for VLs. 
It is based on definite clause logic and implemented with 
the help of constraint logic programming. Marriott 's 
recent approach is based on these ideas but utilizes 
constraint multiset grammars (Marriott 1994). This 
is further explored in (Marriott & Meyer 1997) where 
a classification of visual languages by grammar hierar
chies is presented. An advantage of our approach is the 
taxonomic hierarchy of concept definitions and the ca
pabilities to reason about these specifications and their 
subsumption relationships. We believe that constraint 
multiset grammars and A.cCRP(V) approach are get
ting quite close to each other since constraint specifi
cation and solving is now available in A.cCRP(V) via 
concrete domains. However, this has to be more thor
oughly analyzed. 

Meyer's recent work (Meyer 1997) presents picture 
logic, a visual language for the specification of diagrams 
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Figure 5: City map and query example. The vector maps were generated from data donated by the 'Amt fUr 
Geoinformation und Vermessung, Hamburg'. 

Cind diagram transformations Picture logic is based 
on constraint logic programming handling constraints 
over real intervals. A£CRP(V) can also be instanti
ated with a similar concrete domain and it might be 
possible to also specify transformations over time if we 
utilize Allen 's interval logic (Allen 1983). However , this 
is currently an open issue. 

Cohn and Gooday (Cohn & Gooday 1994; Gooday & 
Cohn 1996) applied the RCC theory to the VL domain 
and developed formal static and procedural semantics 
for Pictorial Janus. However, their specifications still 
rely on full predicate logic and cannot gain from the 
advantages of our DL approach. As far as we know, 
they currently do not support the graphical construc
tion (e.g. editing and parsing) of diagrammatic rep
resentations or mechanical verification processes (e.g. 
consistency checking of specifications). 

The logical status of (extended) Venn diagrams is 
analyzed by Shin (Shin 1994). Shin gives axioms for 
well-formed Venn diagrams and a semantics using first
order predicate logic. However, Shin's formal account 
is not based on a spatial logic and not supported by 
reasoning mechanisms comparable to DL systems. 

The understanding of diagrams can be also consid
ered as a subproblem of image interpretation and is 
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related to similar approaches in this area. The first 
treatment in this area was the YIAPSEE approach (Re
iter & Mackworth 1989). It is based on specifications 
with full first-order predicate logic. 

In comparison to other logic-based approaches , we 
argue that DL notation -featuring object-centered con
cept and role definitions concrete uomains- is much 
more suitable for human and even mechanical inspec
tion (due to decidability results) . This is an impor
tant issue since theories about VLs are still designed 
by humans. Another principal advantage of our ap
proach is the use of necessary and sufficient descrip
tions, i.e. defined concepts. Logic- based specifications 
using a Prolog-like style can only define sufficient but 
not necessary (and sufficient) conditions. For example, 
consider a Prolog rule p(X) : - q(X) that is logically 
interpreted as VX : p(X) ~ q(X) . Even if p(a) were 
asserted as fact, the predicate call q( a) could still fail. 
This is in contrast to DL theory where a defined concept 
represents both necessary and sufficient conditions. For 
instance, consider the specification of a defined concept 
P. 

P == Q n Vis_touching. R 



The following inferences are computed. Whenever an 
individual is classified as a member of P, this individual 
is also automatically recognized as a member of Q and 
every role filler of is_touching for this individual is as
serted as member of R. The other direction is also valid. 
Whenever an individual is classified as a member of Q 
and every role filler of is_touching for this individual is 
a member of R, then this individual is also recognized 
as a member of P. 

Conclusion and Ongoing Work 
We like to emphasize that our approach has no re
strictions about the ordering of input and the type 
of allowed relations provided the corresponding con
crete domain is admissible. We do not rely on spe
cial parsing techniques because our approach is purely 
declarative. We can even deal with ambiguous gram
mars since our DL reasoner can compute every model 
satisfying the specifications. A problem with our ap
proach could be the worst-case time complexity of the 
underlying classification algorithms. However, almost 
every logical or constraint approach with an interesting 
expressiveness has to deal with tractability and decid
ability. It is also important to note that complexity 
issues of DLs are very well understood and analyzed. 
Based on recent findings (Horrocks 1997; 1998) about 
optimizing DL reasoners we are currently developing 
an optimized A.cCRP(V) reasoner (Haarslev, Moller, 
& Turhan 1998). We further plan to integrate this rea
soner into the VISCO system (Haarslev & Wessel 1997; 
Wessel & Haarslev 1998) and into GenEd (Haarslev & 
Wessel 1996) for further investigations . 
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